
Handmade Bespoke Kitchens

S T O N E H O U S E



HANDMADE FURNITURE



WELCOME TO STONEHOUSE

We are a privately owned and family run business, situated in the Cotswolds on the outskirts of the town of Stonehouse.

Our passion for design and high quality furniture has developed over three generations.

We offer discerning clients our expertise in creating both modern and traditional bespoke designs,

all with the integrity of a handmade product. We would love to welcome you here at Stonehouse

to explore the exciting opportunity your project could present for your own home.
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DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

OUR PHILOSOPHY

Our ethos is a simple one which we are proud of. We put you, the client, centre stage of our thought processes and

build a space around you. One which takes full advantage of the potential for the rooms, whilst ensuring that your lifestyle is made easier

through some practical considerations. All beautifully balanced to reflect your personal taste with fine quality materials and finishes.

START A CONVERSATION

Our Collection is often the starting point of a conversation with our clients. Sometimes clients want a particular style created as we

have presented it, in their home. Equally though, they can serve as initial reference points for doing something... more individual.

Regardless, we strive to strike that balance of uncompromising, beautiful design, which is always practical and relevant to you.
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FURNITURE STYLING
Style choices, modifications and

individual features

SPACIAL DESIGN
Layout planning along with interior

finishes

SPECIFICATIONS
Appliance and individual material

specifications

DESIGN AND INNOVATION
Stonehouse are renowned for
innovating to push the limits of

quality and design
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PASSION FOR DETAIL

When choosing to engage with Stonehouse you will be delighted to discover the quality that we build into our furniture.

Handmade with love for design using the finest materials our furniture is intended to to endure for decades to come.
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CLIENT EXPERIENCE
"Almost everywhere we looked, we saw modern German-style kitchens, all sleek lines and

hidden functions. As keen enthusiasts of cooking and entertainment, our kitchen was to

form the heart and hub of our home … a cool, laboratory-style kitchen didn’t seem quite

right. At the same time, a country-style kitchen just felt a little too traditional for our tastes.

We wanted a kitchen with a wow factor, which was also comfortable and welcoming.

Stonehouse helped us clarify and materialise our thoughts into a beautiful and practical

kitchen, which also incorporates some of the latest technology. Guests particularly love

ordering their coffees from an iPad!

Personable, reliable, attention to detail and a true sense of ownership were characteristics

that shone through as we worked on our project with Gareth and his team."

Mr & Mrs Khan

"When designing our kitchen we wanted to create a space where we could all be

together and this layout really works for us – if Steven is reading the paper, the boys

are watching the TV and I’m cooking. We explained exactly what we wanted to create

from the space and they executed it beyond our imaginations! We wanted to achieve

the right balance between contemporary and traditional and this works beautifully for

us. Because we didn’t want to overfill the space with furniture we really had to make

every cabinet count and Stonehouse helped us to find cleaver ideas to use the space to

its maximum capability.

Stonehouse had made our previous kitchen so of course it was a natural decision to

choose you again!"

Mr & Mrs Wheeler
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"I knew I wouldn’t be happy with an off-the-shelf

kitchen. Fortunately I found Stonehouse, which is

based in Gloucestershire, the designer worked with

me down to the very last millimetre. It was a real

labour of love, and I took inspiration from the

celebrity chefs I work with and count as my friends.

We started with a large, central island unit where

the whole family can sit, cook and eat together. I

also wanted a kitchen bursting with personality,

with small, individual details that I’d enjoy noticing

over the years."

Mrs Ross

We wanted an airy kitchen that we’d be happy to cook,

eat, work and play in; somewhere homely to be the hub

of the house.

I really wanted a traditional kitchen but to keep the

clean lines. I’m really pleased with how it turned out.

Mr & Mrs Hunter

"We knew when we decided to change our kitchen

we had to look at a bespoke manufacture to create

everything we wanted, not only did it have to stand

the test of time but it had to work with family and

our everyday life. So when we came to Stonehouse

they really knew what is was we were trying to

achieve from the space. One of my requirements

was to create a clutter free kitchen and working

closely with the designer really helped my visions

become reality. The whole project went very

smoothly through design, survey and to installation

and we couldn’t be happier."

Mrs Haskew



BATTERSEA
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BATTERSEA

Shaker Kitchen

The Shaker Kitchen style represents simplicity, utility
and honesty. A sought-after style as it offers balance
to those who are between traditional and modern
tastes. The calming hues and effortless minimalism
created by a shaker kitchen can add aesthetic

interest to any home whilst still offering a contented
space to retreat to.
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SOHO
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SOHO

Modern Kitchen

A handle-less kitchen usually requires adhering to strict design rules. This contemporary,
bespoke kitchen highlights the benefits of working with skilled designers and craftsmen.

Note how the contrasting walnut and handle-less cabinets create a sense of
uninterrupted flow through the space. The book-matched, hand finished, gloss burr,

walnut cabinets showcase the bespoke nature of the project. The design incorporated
various custom elements that contributed to its overall look, such as the wine store,

display cabinet and secret door through to the laundry room. We were able to fulfil the
clients’ requests without compromising the clean lines of the design, achieving a finish

far beyond the capabilities of even the best German & Italian designers.
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GUILDFORD
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GUILDFORD

Traditional Kitchen

This design incorporates intricate features to
create a sophisticated and luxurious kitchen for
a grand Surrey residence. The furniture flows
seamlessly between the kitchen, casual dining

area and formal dining room. Bespoke,
handmade curved doors are used to create
an impressive seating area. The lady of the
house, a very keen cook and baker, insisted
on carefully considered working areas whilst
maintaining the design. Stonehouse also
created a dining table and study area, in

keeping with the style of the kitchen.
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CHELSEA
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CHELSEA

Shaker Kitchen

This bespoke shaker kitchen was created for
an impressive new build. The elegant

simplicity captures the true essence of the
shaker style; understated yet practical. The

furniture was made to perfection with bespoke,
handmade, dovetail jointed walnut drawers

and the highest grade walnut faced ply for the
cabinets. The kitchen island is generous in
proportions, maximizing a single piece of
quartz worktop. This creates a practical

working environment with enough space for
the whole family to be together. The furniture is

painted in darker - yet complimentary -
colours, with the perimeter being matched to

rest of the joinery in the kitchen.
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DROITWICH
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DROITWICH

Modern Kitchen

This project is the perfect illustration that good design and high quality kitchens are not the reserve of large, impressive homes. This client had renovated an old farm house and
wanted to create a contemporary, family friendly space. The design incorporates a mixture of finishes such as rough sawn oak and hand finished stainless steel panels. Interesting

bespoke features include the floating base cabinets near the hob, the sliding walnut frame crockery store and the simple yet effective pantry cabinet. The media cabinets and
banquette seating and upholstery were made by Stonehouse to link the spaces together, creating a space the whole family could enjoy.
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SURBITON
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SURBITON

Shaker Kitchen

Understated, refined and timeless. This was the
brief we were given. The end result; a

sophisticated painted bespoke kitchen with a
balance of modern and luxurious touches. The
kitchen island incorporates simple symmetry to
create a practical and sociable working area.
Simple and practical storage ideas include
pull out spice racks in the mantle and a

stunning bespoke pantry design. The granite
was carefully selected, the client choosing

exactly which section of each slab to be used
in each area to achieve maximum impact of

this stunning natural stone.
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CHELTENHAM
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CHELTENHAM

Country Kitchen

The second project we’ve completed for this
client involved the sympathetic renovation of
a classic Cheltenham Villa. The open nature

of the space, with large windows and
corridors, meant a freestanding feel was
required for much of the furniture. A fine

example of bespoke design and
cabinetmaking skill can be seen in the

kitchen's island. What looks like drawers in
fact conceals two dishwashers, a large pull

out bin and a cupboard. Subtle touches, such
as bespoke finished handles and push-to-

open fridge doors, added to the ease of use.
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MADISON
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MADISON

Modern Kitchen

This project exemplifies the quality and
style achievable only from a handmade
modern kitchen. Whilst all kitchens of this
style are characterised by simple linear
design, we uniquely offer an enormous
scope for personal taste. Designed and

handmade right here is our own
manufacturing facilities, we are not

restricted to limited dimensions or colours.
Instead we can produce beautiful hand
finished doors, cabinets and drawers;

made in any width, depth and shape you
desire. We can mix materials such as
gloss or satin painted finishes with solid
timber, natural and coloured veneers,
concrete or metallic finishes. Instead of

being mass produced our modern kitchens
are handmade and engineered for your
particular home and taste, then lovingly

finished with a craftsmans touch.
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HIGHGATE
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HIGHGATE

Traditional Kitchen

This project showcases the bespoke nature of our work. The client was in the process of
renovating a listed property and wanted a kitchen with real wow factor. The island
design is completely custom, along with the scroll pilasters that were designed and

crafted by our cabinetmakers. We also incorporated hidden accent lighting detail that
surrounds the island. The granite was hand-selected with the client and applied in a way

that would showcase this dramatic natural stone.
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COTSWOLD
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COTSWOLD

Country Kitchen

This luxury kitchen was collaboration with a local interior
designer to produce a truly bespoke and unique kitchen.
The project is located in a charming Cotswold farmhouse.
Key to the design was to retain the character feel of the
property in the kitchen whilst creating a feeling of luxury
and sophistication. The furniture uses selected European
Character Oak and incorporated a contrasting Ebony

beading. The curved glass was handmade to the
bespoke requirements of the design.
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NEW HAMPTON
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NEW HAMPTON

Shaker Kitchen

This kitchen was created as part of the renovation of a Georgian style home. We
worked with our clients to design the kitchen, library and dressing rooms as well
as a cinema and bar. High specification throughout attributed to Wolf & Sub

Zero appliances and the hand selected stone work surfaces. Within this project
there are a number of features that highlight our cabinetmakers’ skills. The

handmade chopping board utilises a combination of Walnut with contrasting
Maple to highlight the lettering. The working surfaces of the piece are all made
in end grain Walnut for durability, creating a striking and functional centrepiece.

The furniture integrates seamlessly with the fabric of the room, bespoke-built
specifically to allow the coving to sit immediately above. The use of pocket doors

was a must for the client. They wanted to create a vast practical work and
storage space which could easily be to preserve order in the kitchen.
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OTHER ROOMS

In addition to creating bespoke kitchens we can assist with bespoke fitted furniture for all areas of the home.

This includes home studies, dressing rooms, bedrooms, vanity cabinets, dining rooms (and tables) to name but a few.

Our expertise in modern and traditional furniture can be applied in any of these contexts to help you create a truly unique home.
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HOME LIBRARIES AND STUDIES

When it comes to creating a space in your home that is suitable for activities such as studying, paperwork and displaying that precious book collection -
our studies and libraries make a luxurious addition to your property. This customer example illustrates how a traditional furniture style

can still be configured in a practical way to accommodate his and her desk space, with his and her discreet computer consoles and shared printer console.

The detailing of the fluted pilasters with raised and fielded panelling, compliment the floor to ceiling shelving in this long and narrow space.
If you have an unusually shaped room which could be a likely candidate for a study or library,

why not get in touch and we will be able to advise on how best to implement this into your space.
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BEDROOMS

Stonehouse have a long standing history of creating high quality bedroom and dressing room furniture.
Whether we are creating simple and practical wardrobe storage for a spare bedroom or a showpiece master dressing room;

our ability to create lasting high quality furniture presents a compelling option when finishing these spaces.
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CINEMA

This home cinema and media room was created as part of a considerable renovation project.
We designed this in conjunction with the owner to utilise the space available in the best way possible,

creating a luxurious cinema style seating area, complimented with the impressive bar.
We designed and crafted bespoke cabinets in solid walnut as well as the bar furniture
which we designed to accommodate a sink, dishwasher, ice makers and chiller units.



TAKING YOUR PROJECT FORWARD

LIFETIME GUARANTEE
Stonehouse furniture is so good we have guaranteed it to last a lifetime. You can buy from Stonehouse with complete confidence that your beautiful furniture will be enjoyed for years to come.
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BOOK A DESIGN
CONSULTATION

You can arrange to meet one of our
designers in the showroom or for

convenience at your home.

SEND US A DRAWING
You are welcome to send us your architects
plans, interior design concepts or even
your own sketches. We can discuss your
ideas and develope a design from there.

VISIT THE WORKSHOP AND
SHOWROOM

We welcome you to browse our showroom
and take a tour of our workshop.
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STONEHOUSE

Stonehouse Furniture takes its name from a small town in the Cotswolds
near Stroud where we are based.

Whether you live local to us or further away we can strongly
recommend a trip.

We are conveniently located two miles off the M5 (20 miles south of
Cheltenham and 30 miles North of Bristol).
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STONEHOUSE FURNITURE
Riverside House | Bridgend Works | Stonehouse | Gloucestershire | GL10 2BA

Telephone: 01453 791222 Email: info@stonehousefurniture.co.uk
www.StonehouseFurniture.co.uk


